Revolution in biomedicine using emerging of picomaterials: A breakthrough on the future of medical diagnosis and therapy.
Biomedicine is inseparable part of medicine that play vital role in modern medical progress. Bioimaging, smart drug delivery, safe cancer therapy and personalized medicine are some important properties of this science. Pico technology as a next frontier in a scientific filed will revolutionized the scientist world ubiquitously. Extraordinary abilities of pico-particles will overcome convention obstacles and reveal spectacular impact on various scientific fields as well as biomedicine. Fabrication of pico-scale particles and developing pico-technology will be a breakthrough in biomedicine. Graphene Quantum Dots (GQDs) with the particle size of 1-5 nm are highly potential particles with an ability of converting to small molecules. Therefore, we hypothesis emerging of pico-technology based on graphene quantum dots on the future research and development. Therefore, GQDs will be applied as advanced Pico-materials instead of nanomaterials in the future biomedicine and healthcare studies.